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Protein Mobility within Minireview
the Nucleus—What Are
the Right Moves?
subjected to a beam of light whose flux and energy
(wavelength) leads to photochemical destruction of the
chromophore’s capacity for fluorescence, i.e., the for-
merly fluorescent protein molecules are “bleached.”
One then observes, as a function of time, the extent to
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which fluorescence reappears in the bleachspot, indica-
tive of surrounding, i.e., nonbleached molecules moving
In 1633, after “confessing” to his inquisitors’ insistence into this region (Figure 1). In practice, both the time
that the earth is immobile in the heavens, it is said that course and the percent recovery of fluorescence are
Galileo muttered: “Eppur si muove” (“Nevertheless, it followed. The former is a measure of the mobility of the
molecules. The percent recovery, to the extent that itmoves”).
reaches or approaches 100%, indicates the possible
In most eukaryotic cells the interphase chromosomes existence of a nonmobile fraction of the molecules being
and the nucleoli together occupy a very considerable interrogated. In FLIP (Figure 1), the bleachspot is delib-
portion of the nuclear volume and movement of large erately made vicinal to a particular intracellular site, typi-
molecules is presumed, and in some cases known (vide cally adjacent to a structure in which the molecules of
infra), to take place mainly in the interchromatin– interest are concentrated. This creates a particularly
extranucleolar space. Because this interchromatin re- favorable situation for assessing the departure kinetics
gion of the nucleus lacks DNA it has, not surprisingly, of molecules from their concentrated site into the sur-
been less engaging a subject for investigation than the rounding zone in which they prevail at a lower steady
chromatin itself. Yet, this interchromatin space of the state concentration, and this is observed as a loss of
nucleus is the staging site of much of the machinery fluorescence from the region adjacent to the bleachspot.
deployed in gene expression, cell cycle progression, Moving Nuclear Proteins
and cell determination in development. We know little In one of the initial studies, Phair and Misteli (2000)
about the physical chemical parameters of this inter- used FRAP and FLIP to investigate the mobility of three
chromatin milieu nor have we, until recently, had much proteins within the nucleus, fibrillarin, HMG-17, and the
of an idea as to how molecules such as RNAs or proteins mRNA splicing factor SF2/ASF. Each of these proteins
move within it. We need to understand the mechanism(s) was known to be concentrated at particular, nonoverlap-
of transport, at one extreme mediated translocation of ping intranuclear sites: fibrillarin in the nucleolus, HMG-
cargo directed along vectors laid down by structure, 17 in chromatin, and SF2/ASF in structures known as
versus, at the other extreme, passive diffusion. It will interchromatin granule clusters (IGCs) that are scattered
ultimately be necessary to know the actual concentra- throughout the interchromatin space. The FRAP and
tions of the molecules participating in a given nuclear FLIP results indicated that all three proteins, observed
function, e.g., in the assembly of a particular machine, as green fluorescent protein fusions, displayed high mo-
if we are to understand more completely phenomena bility from and onto their respective sites of preferred
like transcriptional activation or gene silencing in the association. For the mRNA splicing factor SF2/ASF
context of biophysical chemistry and systems biology these results (and others published shortly thereafter,
Kruhlak et al., 2000) supported and extended previous(Yuh et al., 1998; Hartwell et al., 1999).
work in which the departure of GFP-SF2/ASF from IGCsThere is now evidence that RNA molecules move in the
was visualized directly in living cells (Misteli et al., 1997).interchromatin space of the nucleus by a process that
But in the case of fibrillarin, its quantitatively exten-has both the spatial randomness and metabolic energy
sive and rapid dissociation and association from/withindependence characteristic of diffusion (Politz et al.,
nucleoli was more unanticipated. This protein is a com-1998, 1999; Daneholt, 1999), and work published early
ponent of several small nucleolar ribonucleoproteinslast year indicated that this is true as well for several
(snoRNPs) that are cofactors in the biosynthesis of pre-nuclear proteins (McNally et al., 2000; Pederson, 2000;
ribosomal RNA and are located in an interior region ofPhair and Misteli, 2000). Now, in just the past few
the nucleolus, called the dense fibrillar component.months, the study of protein mobility within the nucleus
Thus, it might have been supposed that fibrillarin-con-has advanced yet further. This review summarizes this
taining snoRNPs hold their functional positions as intactemerging field and endeavors to provide a bit of per-
machines in the nucleolar landscape for quite long aver-spective.
age residence times. A subsequent study confirmed thisFRAP and FLIP
rapid flux of fibrillarin in and out of nucleoli (Snaar etThe recent boomlet of papers on protein mobility in
al., 2000). These results send a clear message: assumethe nucleus is based on the method of fluorescence
nothing about the stasis of a particular nuclear protein,recovery after photobleaching, FRAP, or its variant, fluo-
however tied up in a structure it may seem.rescence loss in photobleaching, FLIP (Figure 1). In
Two recent publications (Lever et al., 2000; Misteli etFRAP, a region of a living cell, in the present cases the
al., 2000) have now extended the FRAP/FLIP approachnucleus, containing a fluorescently tagged protein, is
to study the intranuclear mobility of a protein whose
position in the genomic organization has been as defini-
tively established as any, the internucleosomal histone* E-mail: thoru.pederson@umassmed.edu
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is acting as single molecules or ones complexed with
binding partner(s), particularly if the combined molecu-
lar mass of the putative complex happens to be less
than z10-fold that of the monomeric protein itself.
Misteli et al. reported similar findings for H1, and their
data indicated that an H1 molecule stays bound to chro-
matin on average of 3.5 min. These investigators also
examined H1 mobility at intranuclear sites containing
diffuse versus condensed chromatin, i.e., euchromatin
versus constitutive heterochromatin, and found no ap-
preciable difference. An additional observation made by
Misteli et al. was that the average residence time of H1
in chromatin was shortened when a hyperacetylated
state of the nucleosomal histones was induced, adding
to the current view that H1 loss is part of chromatin
remodeling.
The rapid flux of H1 observed in these two studies
can be put in further, kinetic perspective by considering
the results of McNally et al. (2000), one of the first of
the current studies, who used FRAP to investigate the
intranuclear mobility of the glucocorticoid hormone re-
ceptor (GR). Although previous biochemical work hadFigure 1. Schematic of FRAP and FLIP in a Blown-up Region of the
suggested that hormone-bound GR occupies its DNANucleus
target sites very stably, McNally et al. found that theseDepicted is a region of chromatin (chr) and adjacent interchromatin
complexes in fact spend an average of only 5 s on DNA.space (ics). A fluorescently tagged (GFP) chromatin-associated pro-
tein, e.g., histone H1 as discussed in this article, is indicated by the Viewed in this perspective, the chromatin residence time
small green dots. Note the low but finite concentration of the protein of H1 is 35–50 times longer than that of the glucocorti-
in the interchromatin space. In FRAP (fluorescence recovery after coid receptor. This consideration also puts into full per-
photobleaching), a site in the chromatin (indicated by the pink circle) spective the far longer-lived chromatin association of
is bleached at t 5 0 (upper left panel) and recovery of fluorescent
the nucleosomal histone H2B (Lever et al., 2000).signal is observed at subsequent times (t 5 x, upper right panel),
What May These New Results Mean?due to the arrival in the bleachspot of unbleached molecules moving
in randomly from the ics. In the studies reviewed in this article, What then can be made of the relatively rapid flux of H1
intrachromatin movements of histone H1 were not a major factor into and out of chromatin? Of the five major histones,
in the results. In FLIP (fluorescence loss in photobleaching), the H1 was of course known from the very early days as the
bleachspot is made near but not in the chromatin (lower left panel) most readily dissociable from chromatin as a function of
and the departure of fluorescent protein from the proximal chromatin
ionic strength. But this simply means that more of theregion (red, starred arrow) is observed as a subsequent loss of
free energy of H1 binding is electrostatic, and it is notfluorescence at relatively short times after photobleaching. (This
illustration is a highly idealized schematic and is not intended to necessarily the case that the preferential mobilization
convey any degree of biophysical rigor, nor any of the nontrivial of H1 from chromatin by elevated ionic strength in vitro
experimental complexities of these methods.) is the chemical basis of the rapid flux of H1 relative
to H2B observed by FRAP in vivo. A more plausible
explanation is the distinctive internucleosomal organiza-H1. Lever et al. found that GFP-H1 fluorescence recov-
tion of H1 and its different mode of molecular interac-ered in the bleachspot in about 4 min, whereas a nucleo-
tion with the double helix relative to the nucleosome. Asomal histone, GFP-H2B, showed little recovery at times
related question is whether the H1 behavior observedof 30 min or longer. These investigators also wisely invest-
by FRAP represents a simple binding equilibrium origated whether the observed H1 flux might represent a
whether the chromatin association and/or dissociation“jumping” process in which H1 molecules translocate
steps are actively mediated by other factors. One mightto very proximal regions of chromatin, either intra- or
ask: what could be imagined on purely theoreticalinterchromosomally, but the results argued instead for a
grounds? The key issue here is the equilibrium constanttrue off state. Additional experiments implicated protein
of H1 interacting with native chromatin. Regrettably, aphosphorylation, although not necessarily of H1, as a
reasonably comprehensive search of published workmajor determinant of H1 mobility. Although Lever et al.
reveals that a proper measurement of the equilibriumstate that the H1 off state “occurs through a soluble
constant of H1 and chromatin has apparently not beenintermediate,” this is somewhat speculative since their
reported. Of course, such a value would not necessarilyresults do not directly address H1’s solubility when off
extrapolate to the in vivo situation, as the chromatinchromatin, nor do their data rule out the possibility that
fiber folding level prevailing in the in vitro measurementH1, when in the off state, moves about in a complex of
might differ from that in vivo, and we do not know thesome kind. One of the limitations of FRAP/FLIP studies is
ionic strength of the nucleus in vivo, for example. (Yetthat while the kinetics of one molecule can be measured
this value should nonetheless be measured by someonerelative to some other reference molecule, e.g., H1 ver-
at long last!) On balance, it is fair to say that the mea-sus H2B, it is far more difficult to extract an actual diffu-
sured flux of H1 out of and into chromatin does notsion coefficient. Thus, it is not usually possible to know
whether an observed mobile population of a protein come as too much of a surprise, but having the overall
Minireview
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kinetic parameters now charted out is unquestionably rated by Politz et al. (1999) using controlled temperature
conditions.of considerable value.
Several additional FRAP/FLIP studies of other nuclear A final point is that if a particular nuclear protein has
a lower affinity binding partner(s) or site when in itsproteins are just appearing now. These include mea-
surements of the intranuclear mobility of lamins (Moir “off” state (the “on” state defined as its higher affinity
equilibrium location), such off-state complexes mayet al., 2000), the estrogen receptor (Stenoien et al., 2001),
a transcriptional coactivator protein (Boisvert et al., themselves move. Alternatively, the off state for some
proteins may consist of individual molecules moving2001), and several nucleolar proteins (Chen and Huang,
2001). As this field continues to develop, with new data alone. In both cases, the process can be diffusion. More-
over, if a molecule or structure a given nuclear proteincoming out every few months, we must remember that
these studies are based on a single technique, FRAP encounters while in its off state were itself to change in
concentration or in some qualitative way, for example(and FLIP). While not disparaging these important and
revealing methods, it would be good to see these kinds during a short-term physiological transition of the cell,
then depending on the degree to which this increasesof results confirmed by other methods. Indeed, the study
of nuclear protein dynamics will likely be increasingly or decreases the mobility of the protein in question (in
its off state), the observed movement would be logicallydeploying a broader array of chemical biology and bio-
physics, e.g., fluorescence resonance energy transfer, interpreted as “regulated.” Evidence for such a phenom-
enon has very interestingly turned up in the recent nu-emerging single molecule detection methods applicable
to living cells, and introduced reporters designed to clear estrogen receptor FRAP study (Stenoien et al.,
2001), and this is a particularly important issue for furtherinterrogate molecular conformation.
One consideration in these FRAP-based studies is exploration in all of the systems in which nuclear protein
mobility is being studied.the likely multiplicity of kinetic and metabolic pathways
operating with respect to a given nuclear protein under Chemical and Physical Cell Biology
The ultimate goal of this newly emerging field is to beinvestigation. For example, in the case of H1, a portion
of the molecules will have just arrived in the nucleus of able to understand nuclear functions by what chemical
engineers would call a systems approach, in which thesome cells, newly translated and thus perhaps recogniz-
able as such, another major portion would be the preex- known concentrations (ideally the chemical potentials),
the kinetic behavior, and the binding equilibria of all theisting bulk H1, itself fluxing into and out of chromatin,
and yet another portion might be tagged for destruction reacting molecules can be used to describe the biology
at the mesoscopic scale. This is an epistemological cen-and thus interacting with the proteolytic machinery. (We
can recall that ubiquitin was first discovered as a histone ter around which we should all rally, for the truth is that
we cell biologists exist in a perpetual state of intellectualmodification.) Nuclear proteins studied by FRAP might
also include subpopulations being actively exported or frustration when pondering molecular dynamics op-
erating inside living cells. The recent studies on thejust recently imported and thus in different molecular
states, or bound to other cargo or import–export factors movement of proteins and RNA in the nucleus constitute
a valued core of initial information in this overall scientificto varying extents. FRAP and FLIP studies cannot distin-
guish among such multiple populations since the mea- shift, one in which the sciences of chemistry and bio-
physics will increasingly be at play. In 1938, a Rockefellersurements are conducted on a total population of mole-
cules, although some of these variously imagined Foundation officer, Warren Weaver, coined “molecular
biology” long before the term came into general use.subpopulations might be manifest as an immobile frac-
tion. Indeed, an immobile fraction of histone H1 was Today we might think of the term “chemical and physical
cell biology” to describe a field that is so obviouslydetected in both of the recent FRAP studies, and the
biological significance of this interesting finding awaits coming, indeed is already here.
further investigation.
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